KÖR Open CALL „The Weather of Tomorrow“ – Description Target Area

Information on the target area
Open Call ”The Weather of Tomorrow”
ABOUT FLORIDSDORF
Vienna’s 21st municipal district is a fast-growing
district commonly referred to—in conjunction
with Donaustadt, the 22nd district—as
“Transdanubia” by the Viennese. Despite its
proximity to the city center, Floridsdorf is
frequently not perceived as a part of Vienna, as
Floridsdorf and Donaustadt are “separated” from
the rest of the city by the Danube river und can
only be reached by bridges.
In the mid-19th century, Floridsdorf was an
important industry location and hence a typical working-class district with many factories.
Austrian railway history was written in Floridsdorf: in 1837, the first section of the Emperor
Ferdinand Northern Railway was opened between Floridsdorf and Deutsch-Wagram. In
1870, the regulation of the Danube river was begun, which created large stretches of new
developable land. In 1902, Floridsdorf was designated to become the capital city of Lower
Austria with its own Danubian port. Shortly after that, in 1904, Floridsdorf was incorporated
in the municipality of Vienna. In the following year, construction work started for Saint
Leopold’s Church on Kinzerplatz, today the church with the third tallest spire in Vienna.
Since that time, the working-class district of Floridsdorf has undergone fundamental change:
the former industrial area turned into an attractive residential district surrounded by the
urban recreational areas of the Old Danube, a former, now stagnant river branch, and the
Danube Island, as well as Bisamberg and the wine-growing Heurigen areas of Strebersdorf
and Stammersdorf. Floridsdorf today has 44 % of green areas (as compared to, for example,
only 4 % in the inner-city district of Margareten), although there are many arterial
thoroughfares with heavy traffic and no pedestrian-friendly design.
The center of Floridsdorf is well embedded in public transportation. Franz-Jonas-Platz is
Floridsdorf’s most important transportation node with transfer to municipal and regional
transit railways, subway, bus, and tram lines. From the Floridsdorf station, the municipal
railway only takes ten minutes to get to the city center.
The center of Floridsdorf is characterized by many municipal housing developments on the
one hand, and heavy through-traffic on the other, as the new urban development areas are
situated outside the district center. Commuters from all over Floridsdorf but also from Lower
Austria arrive at the center to transfer to public transportation or private car on Franz-JonasPlatz, the plaza in front of the central and much-frequented rail and subway station and the
district’s nodal point. Typically, they only stop briefly to run errands or do shopping. This
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leads to less social mixing and some segregation between a poorer district center and the
new resident population in new urban developments or urban renewal housing.
While the long-established residents may be nostalgic for the village in the city, younger
generations wish, or previously wished, for a global city with a multitude of shopping
facilities. The village in the city transforms into urbanized Floridsdorf, although cultural
offers are in short supply, with many of the formerly numerous coffee-houses and movie
theaters now long closed. Families newly coming in move to the urban expansion areas in
Floridsdorf in order for their children to grow up in a green environment.
The Vienna City Administration pursues the concept of a socially sustainable and polycentric
city and therefore also works to strengthen the center of this ever-growing district.
First initiatives addressing climate change, like the establishment of a “Cool Spot” on
Schlingermarkt, the greening of the facade of the Mengergasse elementary school, new
square and park designs, the planting of new trees, e.g. the redesigning of Franklinstrasse,
have already provided climate-related impulses in the center of Floridsdorf.
The following pages contain detailed information about the target area with the sites
selected for temporary interventions, installations, and actions in the center of Floridsdorf.
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TARGET AREA
The OPEN-CALL TARGET AREA comprises all streets and areas marked in red:
AM SPITZ – BRÜNNER STRASSE – FLORIDSDORFER MARKT / SCHLINGERMARKT –
SCHLEIFGASSE – PIUS-PARSCH-PLATZ – FRANZ-JONAS-PLATZ – FRANKLINSTRASSE;
and from/to FLORIDSDORFER MARKT / SCHLINGERMARKT – PIKTAGASSE –
NORDBAHNANLAGE – ANGERER STRASSE – KRAMREITERGASSE – ZAUNSCHERBGASSE –
PIUS-PARSCH-PLATZ – FRANZ-JONAS-PLATZ – FRANKLINSTRASSE.
You can find the complete video of the site visit here: https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw

VHS
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AM SPITZ
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=18
Am Spitz was originally named after a settlement at the bifurcation “point” between Prager
Strasse and Brünner Strasse. The traffic area extends around the District Administration
Office building, with Floridsdorfer Hauptstrasse coming in from the south, Prager Strasse
headed in northwest and Brünner Strasse in northeast direction.
The area in front of the District Administration Office building, the administrative center of
the 21st district, was recently redesigned. The blockage of what formerly was a thoroughfare
right in front of the office plaza increased pedestrian dwell time, and wooden benches as
new street furniture as well as newly planted trees improved the amenity value. The middle
of the triangular place was left open and is use-neutral.

District Administration Office Building “Am Spitz”, front facade, Prager Strasse/Brünner
Strasse bifurcation

It is planned to renovate the District Administration Office Building “Am Spitz” in the next
few years. The exact schedule for this has not yet been determined at the time of the open
call.
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The urban space outside the rear side of the District Administration Office “Am Spitz” is
mostly comprised of traffic areas, with tramway rails and stops and car lanes. Pedestrians
are confined to narrow sidewalks leading along the shop-lined plinth zones.
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BRÜNNER STRASSE
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=230
In part, Brünner Strasse/Federal Road B7 follows the path of an old trade route with a varied
history. Erstwhile an important wine route, it even has a specific local variety of wine, the
“Brünnerstrassler”, named after it. Today, the Brünner Strasse still is an important arterial
road with heavy traffic, connecting the Floridsdorf district center with the urban expansion
areas on the city outskirts in Stammersdorf. It is also the route of tram line 31, which,
coming from Schottenring in the 9th district, crosses Franz-Jonas-Platz and, passing by
Schlingermarkt, leads all the way out to Stammersdorf.
From the District Administration Office “Am Spitz” to Schlingermarkt, it is just a ten-minute
walk along a street with numerous shopping facilities. At the time of this call, a low-energy
building with apartments for rent and shops (Green 21) was under construction at the
corner of Brünner Strasse and Angerer Strasse, the plans also include urban gardening
possibilities as well as green facades and roofs. As excavation works are planned along
Brünner Strasse in 2022, no artistic measures should be placed on the heavily frequented
pavements of Brünner Strasse that reduce the size of the pavements and footpaths.
Turning left from Brünner Strasse, one gets into Weisselgasse, and in Gerichtsgasse, there is
the District Court as well as an overground air-raid shelter named “Flieder” (“lilac”). The
distinctive air-raid shelter is decrepit and cannot be entered for safety reasons. It is partly
overgrown with vines and surrounded by trees and green spaces. The colorful paint of a
previous artistic intervention on the wall already nearly completely faded. In the course of a
project within the framework of the Vienna Species and Habitat Conservation Program, the
Vienna Environmental Protection Department installed 10 nesting boxes for the strictly
protected bird species “jackdaw” on the outer shell of the bunker.
If you have any detailed questions about the air-raid shelter, please contact the
City of Vienna – Municipal Department 34 Building and Facility Management (MA 34)
Contact: Mr. Peter Kalmus
Tel.: +43 (0)676 8118 34182
E-Mail: peter.kalmus@wien.gv.at
(German article: https://www.dfz21.at/dfz/hochbunker-floridsdorf-flieder-als-mahnmalfuer-die-ewigkeit/)

FLORIDSDORF STREET MARKET/SCHLINGERMARKT
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=478
On the former site of the Floridsdorf gasworks, the Schlingerhof housing estate was
completed in 1926 after two years of construction. Enclosed on three sides by the large
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municipal development, a large market square was established where the Floridsdorf street
market was moved from his unsuitable previous “Am Spitz" location.
In World War II, the market was severely damaged and only reopened in 1948.
Schlingermarkt, as the Floridsdorf street market is commonly called, is the only permanent
street market of Vienna on this side of the Danube river and centrally situated in the 21st
district: it is an important site of social encounter in the district and is appreciated by
residents for its broad assortment of produce and goods. In order to maintain and increase
the service quality of the street market, a variety of strategies and concepts are currently
being employed so as to enable Schlingermarkt to keep up with consumer needs and wants
in the future.

Schlingermarkt Goes Online
www.leben-am-schlingermarkt.at is a digital platform that provides information about the
street market and its offers as well as about current activities, initiatives, project, and events
at and around Schlingermarkt.
“Cool Spots” are public places to help keep (one’s) cool on hot summer days. The first “Cool
Spot” in Floridsdorf was set up on Schlingermarkt, an approximately 100 m² large open-air
lounge with wood benches, with awnings for shade and greenery in planters. It is an ideal
extension of the street market, upgrading the square, which gets very hot in summer, with
shade, cooling and seating.
“Schlingermarkt’s Cooking”
Local residents are invited to do some public cooking on the market with market products. It
is a get-together that is both a social and a culinary occasion.
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“Market Tours”
Street-market vendors tell about their professional lives and demonstrate how to prepare
plantains or fillet fish.
Red Carpet
This is a project that operates two street-facing artist studios in former shop premises
situated on the ground floor of the municipal housing estate.
https://www.redcarpetartaward.com/ausschreibungen/ausschreibung-floridsdorf/
For detailed questions about the Schlingermarkt, please contact
Alexander Hengl
Head of Coordination, Municipal Department 59 - Market Authority (MA 59)
Tel.: +43 (0)1 4000 59255
Mobile: +43 (0)676 8118 59255
E-Mail: alexander.hengl@wien.gv.at

PIUS-PARSCH-PLATZ
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=649
Pius-Parsch-Platz is a public square located on Schlosshofer Strasse, in front of the parish
church of St. Joseph’s (architect Robert Kramreiter, built 1936-38), north of Franz-JonasPlatz. The whole square is 3 000 m2 in size and was recently redesigned; below it, there is an
underground parking garage.
Attractions include the interactive water jet fountains, a drinking fountain, flowering
planting beds, newly planted trees, a large seating terrace with a beautiful view of the
square, a pagoda tree as a natural monument, sufficient consume-free seating, enough
waste bins, barrier-free access and a guidance system for blind people.
The square also has a light-colored paving. The promenade with old trees is 2 000 m² long
and leads as a pedestrian zone from Pius-Parsch-Platz to Angerer Strasse and further along
the street via Schleifgasse to Schlingermarkt. Pius-Parsch-Platz has a good social and supply
infrastructure, including St. Joseph's Church with a parish office and parish kindergarten,
sidewalk cafés (e.g. ice cream shop, coffee house), maroon stand, fruit and vegetable shops,
a medical center and medical laboratory as well as residential buildings with a view of the
square. The square has a good technical infrastructure with two ground outlets with power
supply, good lighting and water.
The pedestrian connections leading to the District Administration Office “Am Spitz” and to
Schlingermarkt are not used as much by the public.
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NORDBAHNANLAGE
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=929
Paralleling the axis from Pius-Parsch-Platz to Schleifgasse, running alongside the transit
railway tracks, is a street named “Nordbahnanlage” (Northern Railway Premises), leading
from Piktagasse to Angerer Strasse. There is little traffic in the area. However, the intensive
use for private car parking is noteworthy.

Lined up on one side of Nordbahnanlage is a number of infrastructure buildings and green
areas of the Austrian Railway Company (ÖBB), including a building with a switch tower,
which, for safety reasons, may not be entered.
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The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=1174
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VHS FLORIDSDORF AND HAUS DER BEGEGNUNG FLORIDSDORF
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=1225
Through Nordbahnanlage, one gets directly to the local adult education center, VHS
Floridsdorf, at the corner of Kramreitergasse and Angerer Strasse. The center is a landmark
building with a uniform grey facade, some shop windows, and entrances both from Angerer
Strasse and Kramreitergasse.

The way around the building leads from Angerer Strasse, following Kramreitergasse, to
Zaunscherbgasse; crossing through the passageway of a residential estate, one gets back to
Pius-Parsch-Platz.
The adult education center accommodates, aside from classrooms, an event venue with
three auditoriums seating between 120 and 696 people. Info at www.vhs.at.
For detailed questions, please contact the
VHS Floridsdorf
Director Mag. Wolfgang Gruber
Tel.: +43 (0)1/89174-121000
E-Mail: floridsdorf@vhs.at
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FRANZ-JONAS-PLATZ
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=1361
Despite being the plaza in front of the central (and highly frequented) train and subway
station and a nodal point in the district, Franz-Jonas-Platz appears somewhat closed-off.

Franz-Jonas-Platz regularly sees high (pedestrian) traffic volumes, with people using the
square to wait or spend time in the station area. The square is highly frequented and
appears very lively but has little amenity quality. Pedestrian connector routes leading, e.g.,
to Schlingermarkt, to the District Administration Building “Am Spitz”, to redesigned green
Franklinsstrasse headed toward Kinzerplatz, or to the Old Danube are not easily identifiable.
Aside from the transit railway platforms, the station building also houses the U6 subway
terminal; outside, there are municipal tram and bus lines as well as three tiers of long
stretched-out covered boarding islands, cordoned-off from the bus lanes between them by
linear rows of red-painted railing elements.
The square is segmented into two areas: the one right in front of the station building is
planted with trees and assigned to pedestrian traffic, the rest of the area is for public
transportation such as buses and trams.
Due to cleanliness and safety issues, Franz-Jonas-Platz, like other station plazas, has been a
recurrent matter of controversy in municipal politics.
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FRANKLINSTRASSE
The part of the video of the site visit concerning this area is available via this link:
https://youtu.be/BqOOGaWXPWw?t=1436
Through an underpass, one reaches Franklinstrasse from Franz-Jonas-Platz.
On the right side, right after the underpass, there are terraces with green patches, which are
in administration of the City of Vienna – Municipal Department 42, next to a flight of access
stairs.
The following general conditions must be taken into account according to the Municipal
Department 42:
 No liability for damage to third parties by the Municipal Department 42
 If foundations, then structural analysis and agreement with Wiener Linien (subway
line U6!)
 No liability for accidents during erection and maintenance of artworks
 Restoration (incl. removal of any foundations) after completion
 Restoration of the area to a condition specified by the Municipal Department 42 at
the expense of the project.
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Franklinstrasse was recently redesigned in this area, using permeable pedestrian pathways,
new paving, water-bearing elements, beds with shrubs and grasses, seating elements, and
new LED streetlamps. Due to the many schools there, the street is sometimes also referred
to as the “Floridsdorf educational mile.” One additional characteristic of this street are the
lines of trees running along it on both sides. Also situated in Franklinstrasse is Floridsdorf’s
public indoor pool with a parking lot in front of it.

GENERAL INFORMATION
General requirements for temporary projects on open spaces / in public space:
For legal reasons, projects can only be implemented in the designated public spaces, streets
and squares, as marked out in the map. Existing guidelines and regulations of the Vienna City
Administration apply, and the designated sites may only be used with owners’ consent and
after issuance of required permits by municipal authorities.
In particular, it is pointed out that for projects on green and open spaces, especially in the
area of the terraces on Franklinstrasse along the subway line U6, structural measures, such
as foundations, require consultation regarding the feasibility with the City of Vienna –
Municipal Department 42, City of Vienna – Municipal Department 28, Wiener Linien, and, if
necessary, also with the other relevant authorities or municipal departments.
There must be no difficulties in maintaining and cleaning street surfaces, this also applies to
all open spaces such as streets, squares and green spaces. In general, it must be planned
that all construction measures must be reversed to the original condition at the end of the
project. The costs for this are to be taken into account in the calculation for the submission.
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The formal funding guidelines of KÖR GmbH still apply.
https://www.koer.or.at/en/funding/download-application-form-funding-guidelines/
Interim use of display areas, business premises, etc. must be clarified by the submitter
directly with the respective owner. Costs for rent, operating costs, etc. must be taken into
account in the calculation for the project submission.
For detailed questions on the use of street areas and pavements, please contact the
City of Vienna – Municipal Department 28
Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang Ablinger
Tel.: +43 (0)1/4000 49613
Mobile: +43 (0)676 8118 49613
E-Mail: wolfgang.ablinger@wien.gv.at

Vacancies in residential buildings of the municipality of Vienna in the target area
Requests for possible interim use of vacant, available commercial premises with a visual
connection to the public space or display areas should be addressed directly to
Wiener Wohnen, Commercial Customer Service
Lisa Keschmann
Tel.: +43 (0)5 75 75
Mobile: +43 (0)664 88 59 31 56
E-mail: lisa.keschmann@wrwks.at
The costs for rent, operating costs, etc., must be included in the project submission.
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